Ново в Икономическата библиотека (14 – 18 март 2011)
Покана
Дали наистина талантът и качеството са гаранция за успех? Как да се борим с войнстващата
посредственост? И защо нонконформистките идеи на Айн Ранд са актуални днес, тук и сега?
Ето за това ще си говорим с нашите гости Искра Ангелова и Калин Манолов на 25 март 2011 г.,
петък, от 18.00 ч., в Икономическата библиотека на ИПИ и БМА.
Нови книги
The Collected Works of James M. Buchanan
James M. Buchanan
Liberty Fund, 2003
New from Liberty Fund is this monumental twenty-volume collection of the
writings of James M. Buchanan, one of the great twentieth-century scholars of
liberty. Buchanan, the Nobel laureate in Economics in 1986, has much wisdom
to offer—not just to economists and academics—but to all who seek to understand the challenges and
opportunities of governance in our age.
“This is a series,” write the editors, “that no serious scholar of public choice theory, public
economics, or contemporary political theory will want to be without. It is a series that will also appeal
to the general student of liberty, for Buchanan has—perhaps more than any other contemporary
scholar—helped us to view politics without the romantic gloss that characterizes much normative
political theory and that slips unthinkingly into so much popular commentary. Buchanan has been a
resolute defender of ‘the ideal of a society of free and responsible individuals’ and has been a
painstaking analyst of the institutional structure that might best support such a society. Buchanan
stands with von Mises, Hayek, Popper, and Friedman as one of the great twentieth-century scholars of
liberty.”
Volume 20 presents a comprehensive index to the entire series and an annotated copy of the entire
curriculum vitae, indicating in which volume in the series the various items appear and,
correspondingly, those items that have been omitted.
The Collected Works of James M. Buchanan is an important contribution to the study of an important
economist and a scholar of liberty, a man who has always been able to view his work from an
appropriate perspective. As James Buchanan has written, “My interest in understanding how the
economics interaction process works has always been instrumental to the more inclusive purpose of
understanding how we can learn to live with one another without engaging in Hobbesian war and
without subjecting ourselves to the dictates of the state.”
The Logical Foundations of Constitutional Liberty, Volume I
Public Principles of Public Debt: A Defense and Restatement, Volume II
The Calculus of Consent: Logical Foundations of Constitutional Democracy, Volume III
Public Finance in Democratic Process: Fiscal Institutions and Individual Choice, Volume IV
The Demand and Supply of Public Goods, Volume V
Cost and Choice: An Inquiry in Economic Theory, Volume VI

The Limits of Liberty: Between Anarchy and Leviathan, Volume VII
Democracy in Deficit: The Political Legacy of Lord Keynes, Volume VIII
The Power to Tax: Analytical Foundations of a Fiscal Constitution, Volume IX
The Reason of Rules: Constitutional Political Economy, Volume X
Politics by Principle, Not Interest Toward Nondiscriminatory Democracy, Volume XI
Economic Inquiry and Its Logic, Volume XII
Politics as Public Choice, Volume XIII
Debt and Taxes, Volume XIV
Externalities and Public Expenditure Theory, Volume XV
Choice, Contract, and Constitutions, Volume XVI
Moral Science and Moral Order, Volume XVII
Federalism, Liberty and the Law, Volume XVIII
Ideas, Persons & Events, Volume XIX
Indexes, Volume XX

